[Contribution of imaging to the diagnosis of Darier-Ferrand's cranio-facial dermatofibrosarcoma. Report of 2 cases].
Dermatofibrosarcoma protubans of Darier-Ferrand is observed in about 0.1% of al malignant skin tumors. Head and face localization in uncommon, estimated to account for about 1 to 10% of all lesions. Relapse is frequent and metastasis in uncommon. Diagnosis is often made late. Surgery is the basic treatment. We report two cases of dermatofibrosarcoma of Darier-Ferrand with head and face localizations. In one case, the tumor extended inside the skull and spread to the superior longitudinal sinus. This is the only such reported case found in the literature. CT scan is more useful for studying the bony tables and the cranial content. MRI provides precision for soft tissue tumors and angio-MRI is particularly useful for analysing with accuracy vascular relations of the tumor.